a wtao_1@163.com , b zanhua13@sina.com, Abstract. Smart low-carbon city as a rapidly developing field is the most investment value of the new project in the 21st century.In this paper, we propose an intelligent low carbon urban lighting system using fuzzy control and neural network control algorithm, it can realize intelligent, low carbonization and human nature of urban .
System design.
Design principles of smart low-carbon city: lower cost, energy saving, simple and practical, scalable. Based on intelligent low carbon urban lighting system of STM32 and 2.4G wireless control is mainly composed of intelligent low carbon city control center, wireless lighting control node, network interface and lighting control module [1] ,the overall schematic diagram of the lighting system is shown in Figure 2 
Research on the algorithm of intelligent low carbon urban lighting control system
Structure model of BP neural network algorithm . BP(Back Propagation) neural network is a kind of neural network with deviation back propagation function. It is also a kind of one-way transmission of multi level network [2] , BP neural network structure is shown in Figure 3 .1. Figure 3 .1 Structure of BP neural network BP neural network has an input layer, a hidden layer and output layer,hidden layer only with the input layer and the output layer has a close relationship, no contact with the outside world, the network will correspond to a n-dimensional input, m-dimensional output node, it can be concluded that it is a nonlinear mapping from the n-dimensional input space to m dimensional output space.
Analysis of the learning formula of BP neural network algorithm
1)Correction formula for weight coeffient of any neuron:
(3-1) 2)Adjustment of node weight coefficient of implicit layer The change of weight coefficient:
From the above formula:
(3-4) From the results above, the weights of the network can be adjusted.: (3) (4) (5) In the formula, t+1 represents step t+1, as the smoothing factor, 0<  <1。 Fuzzy reasoning algorithm. Mamdani reasoning: Using Mamdani fuzzy reasoning method, The fuzzy inference rules of multiple input single output Mamdani are as follows:
x and ... and p x is
Thereinto, i=1, 2, ... , N represents N fuzzy rules, j x as input variables, j X as the domain space ； 
Takagi-Sugeno reasoning: Regarding the system's variables and input variables as the fuzzy control rules, using IF-THEN function to carry out reasoning [3] .The fuzzy control rules of T-S reasoning are as follows:
x is 1 i A and 2 x and ... and p x is
Thereinto ,i=1, 2, ... , N represents N fuzzy rules, j x as input variables, j X as the domain space； This is a five layer network structure, the specific structure of each layer is described as follows:
The first layer is the input layer, the input vector of the input layer i
x is directly connected with each node of the first layer, so that the input vector is passed to the next layer.
The second layer is fuzzy language variables, such as PS, ZE, NS, etc, ( 
The third layer is a fuzzy rule control layer, each node represents a fuzzy control rule , is to evaluate the feasibility of each rule.
The fourth layer is to realize the normalization process, so it must be the same as the number of nodes of the upper layer.
The fifth layer is the defuzzification layer,and the output layer, In order to get the exact output value , i=1,23,…r.
The algorithm is as follows: Implicit layer(Two,three, four,):
(3-8) Output layer:
(3-9) Weight of output layer:
(3-10) Thereinto, Calman gain g: (1) (1)
Inverse correlation matrix p: (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) Output deviation formula: (3-13) Weight of hidden layer :
(3-14)
Conclusion
The method of fuzzy Neural Network embedding into a Intelligent, low-carbon urban lighting controlling system is :first using BP neural network algorithm to model and train light environmental detection data ,Taking Mamdani method in Matlab to make modeling analysis,conducting fuzzy inference and system configurations to achieve switching control for different light environment scene,To give priority to,use a distributed modular control , and complementary a centralized control as a bus control mode, fuse data in the controlling center,making controlling decision , providing a convenient way of controlling,using real-time data sources, analyse and process to obtain characteristic data consistent with the controlled object , making system performance complete and reliable,The control system has a self-learning, self-judgment and forecasting functions,so as to meet the needs of the city, people, vehicles to different light environment scene, achieve a low-carbon intelligent city lighting systems.
